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                                                                                                                                    CHA

NGING ROLES 
 

 
WOMAN: (looking at the man's outfit) Why are you wearing tight things out of the house, 

didn't I tell you not wear it? 
 

MAN: (by looking at his own clothes) But I don't have any other clothes.  
 

WOMAN: Do you think this is my problem? 

 
MAN: (looking around) It would be better not to talk about this now. 

 
WOMAN:(loudly) No we will talk right now. 

 
(a passerby starts watching them.) 

 
MAN: (getting angry) Everybody is looking at us, do you realize? 

 
WOMAN: (loudly) What do you think of yourself and angry with me? 

 
(woman slaps a man hard.) 

 
A PERSON THROUGH THE ROAD: Lady what do you think you're doing ? 

 
WOMAN:(loudly) He is my husband and I do whatever I want, Who are you also 

interfering with me? 

 
A PERSON THROUGH THE ROAD: Be it your husband, child or passerby you have no 

right to use violence against anyone. 
 

WOMAN: I am a free individual, how are you getting invold in what I do? 
 

A PERSON THROUGH THE ROAD: Yes you are a free individual but your freedom does 
not give you the right to inflict violence on others. 

 
WOMAN: What are you going complain the police? My husband won't complain about 

me. 
 

MAN: (looking at the passerby.) If I complain, my wife will kill me so I won't complain.  
 

 ( the players greet, descends from the stage and the presenter takes the stage.)  
 

PRESENTER: no person can inflict violence on a person or animal call the police if you 

witness violence. If you are subjected to violence, please do not be afraid  
to go to the police and file a complaint, justice will be served. 

 



(The presenter salutes with the applause of the audience, goes off the stage, the curtain 

closes and the sketch ends.) 
 


